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In 1964, Bob Dylan released the
song and album “The Times
They Are a-Changin.” He wrote
the song as a symbol of change
for those times but it could
easily be the soundtrack to the
year 2020: global pandemic,
health
issues,
sluggish
economy, civil unrest, political
rhetoric, climate change, fires,
and more. This is when we need
music the most! This is also
when we need to exercise
caution and common sense
more than ever. The NHBCOS
Board decided that it was once
again in the best interest of all
members and conductors to
cancel rehearsals for the 2020
Fall Semester. All of us want to
get back to normal as soon as
possible but we also know the
wrong decision could make
matters worse. We are already
thinking about how the 2021
Spring Semester might look.
We will be meeting with the
conductors for their input. We
will be talking with other New
Horizons groups from around
the world to hear what they are
doing or not doing that works
for them. You will read in these
pages about our local musicians
who have been working with the
Colorado Springs Philharmonic
for a safe and healthy alternative
approach. We will get through
this because the times will
always be a-Changin’.

Matt Wessner, NHBCOS
Concert Band Conductor,
Kicks Jazz Band bari-sax
musician and Symphonic
Band percussionist, was
born on Eglin Air Force
Base, located in northwest Florida and grew
up in the nearby town of Niceville. (I could
stop the story there and most readers would
think, “Oh, that explains it!”). Matt had a
relatively standard childhood, got good
grades, stayed out of trouble, but was
generally pretty shy and stayed to himself.
His older siblings were in band and played
clarinet and tuba. Matt claims that he
doesn’t remember them practicing at home,
but they went to football games and saw the
bands playing regularly; this was always the
most enjoyable to him. When it came time
for Matt to join band in middle school and
he didn’t get to play his instrument of
choice, his Mom recalled that Matt just
wanted to quit. “I wanted to be a
percussionist, but had absolutely no rhythm
because I hadn’t really thought about
music,” Matt claims. With his elementary
music teacher changing almost every year
Matt didn’t have a consistent experience and
didn’t really know how to listen to music. “I
had a bunch of random stuff up there with
no point of reference,” Matt admitted.
Fortunately, his middle school and high
school band experiences were world-class,
and the saxophone grew on him quickly.
Matt started to better understand some of the
music he had been hearing all those years
and was now motivated to learn more.
(Continued on page 6)

Instrument care & inspiration

Summer CHAMBER music days

By Harley Ferguson

By Sunny Kurth and Larry Jones

Cleaning everything is top
of mind to many these days
and can become a COVID19 obsession for some. If
you have just cleaned your
car, inside and out, the car seems to perform
better. The driving experience is improved. If
you just cleaned your house, you are motivated
to keep it clean and tend to admonish the
careless spouse or child. A clean musical
instrument in good repair enjoys similar
attributes. The musician enjoys the shine and is
motivated to polish. The instrument may very
well have a more pleasing sound after cleaning.
Handling and caring for the instrument might
inspire you to take it for a test drive. For
instructions on cleaning most types of musical
instruments visit this website, courtesy of the
National Educational Music Company:

In mid-June of this year, a
few NHBCOS members
received an email from the
Principal Clarinetist for the Colorado Springs
Philharmonic, Sergei Vassiliev. We were being
invited to participate in a series of Small
Chamber Group Coaching sessions in large
spaces with an emphasis on health and
practicing social distancing. Players of any
instrument were welcome to register. The
Coaches were leading musicians in Colorado,
many of whom played for the Colorado Springs
Philharmonic. Weekly sessions would be held at
Broadmoor Community Church or First
Christian Church.
Word quickly spread among other band
members. In total, about 14 NHBCOS members
participated in the Colorado Springs Chamber
Music Days and greatly enjoyed playing in a
socially distanced, small ensemble gathering.
This short YouTube video will give you a brief
sample of some of the activity that took place
during the summer months:

https://nemc.com/instrument-care-instructions/
The National Federation of State High School
Associations offers specific guidelines related to
COVID-19 and instrument cleaning:

http://youtu.be/keHtPajenz8

https://www.nfhs.org/articles/covid-19instrument-cleaning-guidelines/

Here are some endorsements from a few of the
NHBCOS members who attended (including us)
to give you a better idea of how enjoyable it was:

The repair shop at Graner Music is also an
excellent resource for information on instrument
care and maintenance.

Sunny (percussion): It was a great experience
to play with such a talented ensemble of folks,
and to make music in a group again. Our
instructor was superb in getting us to step up to
the challenge of playing in a small group and
improve our musicality. Chamber music is not
known for having any percussion parts, but the
instructors used arrangements that are
adaptable to a variety of instruments so I got to
participate too. When they say it's open to all
instruments, they mean it!

Whether playing your instrument or cleaning it,
the same axiom applies, “Practice makes
perfect” and now is a good time to have a clean
instrument.

“He has Van Gogh’s
ear for music.”
- Billy Wilder

(Continued on page 5)
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In theory
Stories of Music Theory in Real Life
By Dennis Atkinson

In Part 2 (16:52 https://youtu.be/933tIGe0n24)
Howard goes from lyrics to musical specificity,
in a musical progression called “The
Descending Bass” – a phrase that begins on the
tonic and goes down by half or whole steps. He
demonstrates this progression through music by
Ray Charles, the soundtrack from the movie
“Up” by Michael Giacchino, and even going
back to 1607 in “Lamento D’Arianna” by
Claudio Monteverdi or “Crucifixus” by Johann
Sebastian Bach in 1714 or the popular “Prelude
in E Minor” by Frederic Chopin (played at his
funeral).

I could dedicate an entire
newsletter to the topic of
“Hamilton,” the filmed
version of the original
Broadway Musical, with
book, music and lyrics by
Lin-Manuel Miranda. My wife and I have seen
it at least 10 times and listened to the soundtrack
on numerous walks around the neighborhood. If
you have not watched this movie yet, stop
reading this newsletter now and go purchase
Disney+ (www.disneyplus.com, minimum
$6.99/month, no free trial is currently available).
You can cancel your subscription after the first
month if you don’t see anything you enjoy but I
can almost guarantee that you will watch
Hamilton more than once.

Lin-Manuel Miranda was influenced in writing
the music for Hamilton by the music in “Les
Misérables.” He remembered when he was 7
years old his mom crying every time she listened
to “Bring Him Home” from the Les Miz album
and that was affecting to him, teaching him how
to reintroduce a musical theme, build hope in the
plot then use the descending bass progression as
hope flies away. In each of these musical
phrases, he takes much longer building up to the
descending bass chord progression.

When you do make it through the 2½ hour
movie, the first time or the 10th time, you may
ask yourself the same question as Stephen
Colbert, comedian and host of The Late Show,
asked Lin-Manuel Miranda in a recent
interview: “Why am I crying over the death of
Alexander Hamilton, one of the Founding
Fathers and the first Secretary of Treasury?”

In the final Part 3 of this series (25:59
https://youtu.be/4nX5YCkwaCA)
Howard
combines the basis for Part 1 and 2 into the
“Melody” as the reason for the tears. Mr. Ho
explains the technique Lin-Manuel used by
going from the minor key of a phrase to the
relative major key (e.g., D-major and B-minor),
specifically the first 3 notes of the D-major
chord. Repeated several times throughout the
show you hear dissonance resolving to
consonance. Tension-Release – this goes on
subconsciously as the music taps into our
emotions.

I won’t give you any spoilers except to say that
Alexander Hamilton dies; no surprise there.
Even knowing that, watching the movie (and the
original stage play) will have you in tears. There
are subtle reasons that are explained in a threepart YouTube video called “How Hamilton
Makes You Cry” by Howard Ho.
In Part 1 (2:46 https://youtu.be/4Fk8tkgAQPc)
Howard points to the lyrics as the source of
waterworks, as he quotes Malcolm Gladwell,
famous author, “The thing that pushes us over
the top into tears is details. We cry when
melancholy collides with specificity.” In
Hamilton, Howard points out that this
specificity includes repeated words like
“Orphan” (used 9 times in the musical) and
eventually used in the end by Hamilton’s wife,
Elizabeth, as she tells her story.

If you enjoy the movie as much as I have, you
really don’t care what makes you shed tears. I
found these videos very informative, showing
more about what makes a work of music good
enough to win multiple awards, including a
record 11 Tony Awards. Showing what makes
me cry every time I watch it.
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Only yOu Can suppOrt…
By Wayne Griffin

Yes, only you can support
NHBCOS through the
2020 Indy Give Campaign.
Colorado Springs isCampaign.
fortunate to have Indy
Give!, an annual year-end appeal in support of
over 100 non-profit organizations in the Pikes
Peak Region. NHBCOS is thrilled to be
included in this year’s campaign and to be a
participant for the 7th year in a row!

3. (continued) Studies show that when people
start contributing at an early age they
continue throughout adulthood. Even a $5 or
$10 donation helps and can be the start of
generosity to others.
Finally, thank you to those listed below who
have provided Matching Grant contributions to
this year’s campaign, ensuring that everyone’s
donations will go even farther:

The 2019 campaign contributed $26,615 to
NHBCOS. That’s 27% of our annual budget!
Can you imagine how much our member
tuition would have to increase without the
income we receive from Indy Give!?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Give! Campaign is more important this year
than ever before. As you know, NHBCOS has
had almost NO income since February, yet
expenses continue. Thanks to great financial
management by your Board of Directors,
NHBCOS has enough cash to survive this
pandemic for a while. Another successful Give!
Campaign will ensure that the organization can
remain financially strong.
How can you help? There are three ways:
1. Start planning now to participate in the
Give! Campaign when it kicks off in
November. Begin to look at how much you
can afford to give.
2. For NHBCOS members, consider donating
50% of the tuition you would have paid to
NHBCOS had we been able to rehearse this
fall. Many, not all, may be in a position to
donate this amount. Any amount you can
donate helps us achieve our goal.
3. Encourage your children and grandchildren,
especially those under the age of 37 to
donate. The Give! Campaign is particularly
interested in encouraging younger members
of our community to be philanthropic.
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Summer CHAMBER music days
(Continued from page 2)

Larry (clarinet): This was my first opportunity
to play in an ensemble with horns and bassoons.
That in itself would be worth enough, but then
add the outstanding mentorship of JJ Sechan
and you’ve got a wonderful learning experience.
To be sure, the music was challenging, but it was
great to improve my skills while we wait to get
back together in our NHBCOS ensembles.

Marie Schrader (clarinet): I absolutely loved it
even though the music was the hardest I’ve ever
played (intermediate level clarinet player). I
was way out of my comfort zone. I practiced
every day to keep up with the talented musicians
in the group. My clarinet and I have become
inseparable. Although the music felt difficult,
our group was warm, friendly and encouraging.
I learned so much!

Maureen Taylor (clarinet): It was wonderful to
bring back some beauty into life – to be able to
play music again.

Mark Rankin (clarinet): Participating in
Chamber Music Days was a great opportunity
to play music with others in a safe environment.
Our clarinet quartet group had some wonderful
teaching from Sergei Vassiliev, our director. We
tackled a challenging Beethoven piece and had
it come together as beautiful music. It was a fun
and gratifying musical experience.

Tom Fellows (trumpet): My experience with the
Chamber Music Days was fantastic. Our group
(all NHB members) consisted of vibes, cello,
horn and trumpet. The music selections (Handel
Water Music) were arranged for the
instrumentation. The coach, JJ Sechan, was
inspiring.

Nancy Wilson (cello): How different it is to be
a cellist playing with trumpet, horn, and
vibraphone. JJ Sechan, our coach, is the
principal bassoonist with the Philharmonic, and
he is amazing. He makes it safe and fun. I
learned a lot!

Nancy Fortuin (bassoon, flute): I have missed
making music more than anything else over the
past few months. The Chamber Music days was
a very different experience from NHBCOS
Concert Band, but it checks a lot of boxes for me
- mainly, I need the incentive of goals and
accountability to others to keep me practicing! I
encourage others to give it a try. Not only was it
exciting to work with professional musicians at
the top of their game, but it helped support them
since many of their sources of income have dried
up. It's a model that we haven't seen in this area
and is likely one of the good things to come out
of this pandemic!
Jacque Peterson (violin): Like a lot of my
fellow musicians I have really missed making
music together, so I jumped at the opportunity to
play in a group and thoroughly enjoyed the
experience. It was great to have a professional
musician coach us.
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SPOTLIGHT on: matt wessner
(Continued from page 1)

Matt tried to seek out more musical enrichment as he went through school, playing in jazz bands and
small groups, taking in whatever was available to him. When it came to choosing his career path, Matt
decided he would much rather do something he loves and enjoys than working all day in a job that
may pay him “a ton of money” but sucks the energy and time from his life.
Deciding to pursue music in college (Florida State University), Matt had great opportunities to play
with some talented musicians and learn from some incredible teachers that helped him shape his ideas
of what it means to be a complete musician. His saxophone teachers were both heavy inspirations in
different ways, helping Matt to understand the challenges of teaching and playing, and helping him
learn what to borrow for his own teaching style. “Both teachers could play the absolute snot out of the
saxophone, so it was easy to believe their advice,” Matt remembered. His Jazz teacher was extremely
strict, and sometimes very mean, but he was always right. He sometimes said the tough things that
needed saying for Matt’s self-improvement that regular teachers didn’t have the courage to say, and
that would either break or bolster students. Fundamentals and having strict standards were the key
thing he taught Matt that he still carries with him. He stressed how important it was to hear music and
listen for the qualities that made it good, such as tone, articulation, and other nuances that made the
music and musician likable. Also, if you didn’t know your roots, where the music came from, you
can’t expect to play the impressive stuff. He really pushed Matt to have second-nature relationship
with triads, time, chords, scales, and other music theory. Matt’s classical teacher, on the other hand,
had an extremely positive attitude and a sharp wit for people. He stressed musicality and tone quality
more than anything, and always was a student himself, sharing and learning from new works and
music, not letting his “musical diet” stagnate. He had a way of generating excitement for music in his
students on an individual basis, he could reach just about anyone, and Matt tries to emulate that energy
as much as possible.
His family brought Matt to Colorado post-graduation, and he needed to find an outlet to keep playing
music. After some quick searching, he wound up in the parking lot for an NHBCOS Symphonic Band
rehearsal and through “some stroke of magic” became one of our conductors. “New Horizons Band
provides me with the musical enrichment I need, and challenges me to be better every rehearsal,” Matt
said. “I’m very fortunate to be a witness to such wonderful sounds, because I need that in my life and
you all enable me to share my passion with others.”
We were the fortunate ones. In late July, Matt notified the NHBCOS Board of Directors that he was
resigning as the Concert Band Conductor, effective in late August. In his 3 years as conductor, Matt
has taken the Concert Band to performance levels not previously achieved; he will be greatly missed.
His plans include a move to Boston to further pursue his music career, specifically in the teaching
field and preferably teaching elementary music. The Board is sorry to see Matt leave but happy for
him to be able to recognize that his 'stars have aligned', as he wrote in his email submitting his
resignation: “I moved to Colorado Springs without a job and found my footing with you all, and
consider myself very lucky for that. I think I can do it again, and if I’m wrong, I think I’m still young
enough to fail miserably and get back up.”
We wish you all the best, Maestro!
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MARK YOUR CALENDARS See times and other details on calendar at www.nhbcos.org and
www.daysoftheyear.com
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Friday
Saturday
Sunday
September 7
September 8
September 21
September 22
September 23
September 26
October 2
October 10
October 10
October 27
October 31

Practice – scales, sound production, technical exercises
Practice – long tones, technical etudes, listen to music you enjoy for at least an hour.
Tune out all other noise.
Practice – scales, long tones, articulation etudes
Practice and actively listen to music by musicians you admire (listening to music
being the thing you are doing and not a secondary task). Observe why you like these
musicians and set a goal to play more like them
Practice something non-technical from your repertoire
Practice sight-reading some new piece of music
Practice living a day of rest and free from news. Read a book. Talk to a friend, or a
stranger. Write a letter. Count your blessings. Set a goal for next week.
Labor Day
Patsy Cline birthday (1932)
Gustav Holst birthday (1874)
Autumnal Equinox
Ray Charles birthday (1930) John Coltrane birthday (1926)
George Gershwin birthday (1898)
Kids Music Day
Hug a Drummer Day
Giuseppe Verde birthday (1813)
Niccolò Paganini birthday (1782)
Halloween
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BUSINESS SPONSORS AND PARTNERS
Please thank our Business Sponsors and Partners who continue to give to NHBCOS so generously throughout
the last year. It is because of each of these organizations that we are able to keep the music alive!
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